Abstract:The predictive model is built according to the characteristics of the impulse response of integrating process. In order to eliminate the pem~anent o~et between the setpoint and the process output in the presence of the load disturbance, a novel error compensation method is proposed. Then predictive functional control of integrating process is designed. The method given generates a simple control structure, which can significantly reduce online computation. Furthermore, the tuning of the controller is fairly straightforward. Simulation results indicate that the designed control system is relatively robust to the parameters variation of the process.
Introduction
In some process control systems, the dynamics contain integration or very long time constants. Noteworthy in the integrating processes is the poles at the original point which characterize open loop instability, which indicates that a bounded input will lead to unbounded output and, hence, saturation. The combined effects of poles at the original point and the time delay make the design task very difficult [ I ] .
For the predictive control, an appropriate model selection is helpful for the controller design. It is well known that the non-parameter model plays an important role in modelling process behavior; for example step response model and impulse response model are adopted in Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC) [2] and Model Algorithm Control (MAC) [3] respectively, which have contributed largely to the development of model predictive control. Zhang [ 4 presented the predictive control algorithm of integrating process based on step response model. However impulse response can be obtained easily for integrating process, which is shown in Fig. 1 , where si are the coefficients of open loop impulse response at sampling time i. Note that si keeps the value of sN at certain time i > N, thus it is easy to construct an integrating process model with impulse response.
The predictive functional control (PFC) [ 5, 6 ] is a new model predictive control. Such an algorithm achieves computational simplicity by using sn'npler but more intuitive design guidelines [ 7 ] . PFC has the following advantages : less calculation on hne, simpler algorithm and higher control precision. Therefore, it has been successful in industrial apphcatiom. In this paper, PFC approach is applied to integrating process control, the controller design is based on the impulse response model and a novel error compensation method is introduced to eliminate the permanent offset between the set-point and the process output, which also contributed to improving the disturbance rejection. Simulations are given to validate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed algorithm. 
The above equation can be transformed into the Z domain to give the following equation
By transformation of (3), the impulse response model of integrating process is presented with the following form
where So = 0.
Reference trajectory
Reference trajectory specifies the dynamic path over the predictive horizon [0, H i ] in the future time that process output has to rally the setpoint. PFC computes future process input such that the predicted process output follows the reference trajectory. Therefore, the reference trajectory specifies the property of the closed loop system. For many applications it is sufficient to describe it by the first-order exponential reference trajectory
where 2 = exp(-Ts/Tref), T~f is the desired response time of the closed loop system, yp is the process output, w is the setpoint.
Predictive output and structured manipulated variable
PFC considers that prediction Ym( k + i) made by the internal model can be divided into two components [ 6 3 : ym(k + i) = yfr(k + i) + yfo(k + i).
(6) Free response Yfr( k + i ) is the model response assuming u(k + i) = O(i /> 0), therefore it depends on the past manipulated variables and actual model output ym ( k ).
Forced response yfo(k + i) is the model output depending on the set of future manipulated variables u ( k + i)(i>~O).
PFC is different from other model predictive controls. Instead of calculating control signals without restrictions, which may result in a vdld control signal, PFC adopts structured future manipulated variables, which considers that the future manipulated variables are parameterized by n~ prior known base functions usj. Using (4), at sampling time k + Hi inside the optimization horizon, the output can be predicted by the following equation ym(k + Hi) = yfr(k 4-Hi) + yfo(k 4-Hi), (9) yfo(k + Hi) = UnfiT,
yfr(k + Hi) = UIHiSTH; 4-U2HiSTHi + U3HfiTH, + ym(k -1), U2E = [u(k -d -2) u(k -d-3) .. .. u(k-d-N+ Hi) ],
